Introduction
A major challenge in motion capture research is how to modify a motion to satisfy the constraints of new animation. Motion transformation becomes difficult when contact is involved because physical interaction involves energy or power transfer between the system of interest and the environment (for example, an animated hand and a grasped object). Although contact force measurements provide a means of monitoring this transfer, motion capture as used for creating animation in movies and computer games has largely ignored contact forces.
Our approach is based on the hypothesis that for many motions, human motor control is similar to impedance based control. That is, humans plan both the motion and stiffness of their joints, which allows interaction motions, such as grasping, to accommodate uncertainty in the actual position of objects or surfaces. Impedance control algorithms have previously been proposed as models for human motor control [Hogan 1984] . From synchronized capture of both force and motion we estimate the impedance, which relates the two during contact. We call this interaction capture. Using impedance estimates has real advantages over arbitrarily selected values since stiffness depends on both pose and task [Milner and Franklin 1998 ].
Our goal is the synthesis of new motion, which is both natural and physically valid, from captured interaction. In this sketch we describe how we achieve this using a Vicon motion capture system augmented with inexpensive force sensors, combined with a technique for retargeting interaction through simulation. Although the ideas used in our approach are general, this work focuses on hands since grasping and manipulation are arguably the most important forms of interaction.
Capture and Compliance Estimation
We measure forces only at the fingertips, and as such we limit our investigation to precision grasps, i.e., grasps that only involve the fingertips. Force sensitive resistors (FSRs), available in small sizes (5 mm diameter) from Interlink Electronics, are well suited to this task. We build FSRs into rigid fingertip mounts that we construct from items readily available at local office, craft, and electronics stores. The mounts are easy to put on and remove, include markers for tracking, and most importantly are designed to provide useful force measurements via consistent mechanical activation and preloading of the FSRs. A simple voltage dividing circuit allows us to measure force as voltage using a data acquisition system (we use a DAQPad from National Instruments). For calibration we use a 6 axis force torque sensor from ATI Industrial Automation. Force and motion measurements are easily synchronized by connecting the frame capture signal from the back of the Vicon data station to the SCAN_START function of the DAQPad.
For each frame, we transform captured forces into joint torques with the Jacobian transpose of the captured hand configuration. Note that the direction of contact forces must be estimated since the FSRs only measure forces normal to their surface. To compute the compliance of each joint, we extrapolate the joint trajectory at the moment of contact and divide the difference between the measured and expected trajectory by the computed torque (see Figure 1) . The high temporal resolution of our captured interaction makes this process possible (we capture at 500 Hz). Furthermore, our estimates agree with those reported in [Milner and Franklin 1998 ]. 
Synthesis
For new motion synthesis, we construct a non-contact reference trajectory from the original joint motion combined with the captured forces and estimated compliance. Using this trajectory, we then simulate new interaction using a quasi-static compliant kinematic model in a dynamic environment. We maintain equilibrium in the compliant kinematic model by computing small linear updates based on the motion of contact points. There are several sources for this motion of contact points: changes in reference configuration, compliance, interpenetration, grasped object position, as well as the change due to correcting our current equilibrium approximation. In our simulation, we can use either the estimated compliance values, or manipulated values that change the character of the interaction. Although our current implementation assumes infinite friction at point contacts, the quasi-static update can be formulated as an LCP to handle linear and torsional friction as well as breaking contact.
